West Midlands Fire and Rescue Service
Using Ordnance Survey products to implement a replacement
command-and-control system
Case study

‘POI data has plugged a massive omission, one that would have made
it very difficult to link existing operational risks to the correct premises.
It is no use mobilising to retail and industrial locations without
organisation details.’
Martina Doolan, Data Management Officer.

Customer
West Midlands Fire and Rescue Service (WMFRS)

Challenge
Implement an accurate and reliable gazetteer as an integral part of a
replacement command-and-control (C&C) system.

Solution
Use Points of Interest (POI) from Ordnance Survey to aid in the identification
of locations, in particular commercial properties.

Benefits
•
•
•
•
•

Speedy and accurate incident location.
Quick mobilisation of resources.
Better pre-response planning.
Easy analysis of fire-incident data.
More effective preventative measures.

Using Ordnance Survey products
to implement a replacement
C&C system
When nine new regional control centres
replace the 46 stand-alone fire control
rooms in England, each fire service will
be required by the Government to provide
comprehensive risk information via the
National Land and Property Gazetteer
(NLPG). This is a dataset established by
local authorities to identify properties
throughout England and Wales, and
it contains over 30 million residential,
business and non-mailing addresses.
It was this requirement that led WMFRS to
implement NLPG when, in 2007, it decided
to establish a new C&C system to coincide
with its move to custom-built headquarters.

Return on investment
Use of the new gazetteer throughout the service will spread and reduce the
cost of maintaining complex, safety critical data.
Bespoke data management tools using Ordnance Survey-supplied data will
ensure cost-effective data management into the future.

The challenge
There were two main challenges. The new
gazetteer, based on NLPG, had to be capable
of supporting the mobilisation of resources
across a densely populated, metropolitan
conurbation. Secondly, there was no leeway
on development and implementation time.
The building that housed WMFRS old
headquarters was being sold, so the new
C&C system with its new gazetteer had to be
ready for the moving date.
Data Management Officer Martina Doolan,
who was part of the project team, explains,
‘The West Midlands area has a complex
system of motorways, and further
information about these were required’.
Another major challenge facing the project
team was to ensure that the new C&C
system would always identify the most
efficient way to respond to incidents on the
region’s motorway network.
The service was using Ordnance Survey’s

OS MasterMap® Integrated Transport
Network™ Layer (ITN) to determine
the nearest available resource in an
emergency, and this provided the level
of detail that was required.
Equally challenging was identifying the best
classification system for the new
NLPG-based gazetteer. ‘The service has
had various classification schemes for
different government uses. We also use
Standard Industrial Classifications and now
the POI classification scheme as well.
Though there is considerable overlap,
no one scheme covers all requirements.
The question was – which system
to adopt?’

The solution
The project team realised that they
would need to develop a mechanism
for supplementing the NLPG with the
Ordnance Survey POI dataset.
The solution was to develop in-house an
automated ‘blending’ tool to link the
114 332 POI supplied by Ordnance Survey
to their counterparts in the NLPG, around
three million records in total. In this way it
was possible to find 92% of POI outlines
in the OS MasterMap Topography Layer
(of those POI records that supplied a
TOID® value). The blending enabled those
pieces of data of vital importance to the fire
service to be added to the NLPG record.
Martina takes up the story: ‘We came
across one address which appeared as
a normal residential property in NLPG.
However, in the POI dataset, a fireworks
company is associated with this address,
classified under firework displays. It
was not clear from NLPG data whether
fireworks were stored on site or if the

address was simply an office for organising
firework displays. A quick look at fire safety
inspection records then revealed that fire
safety visits have taken place at this site,
though there is no record of a full
risk-based inspection.’
Using Ordnance Survey TOIDs to link POI
with OS MasterMap, it was possible to
find the building outline for the fireworks
company in the Oracle™ spatial database,
identify the five closest NLPG ‘neighbours’
and see that only one was actually within
the same building. ‘By combining TOID,
POI and OS MasterMap Topographic Layer
products, we can focus in on particular
NLPG records that could be augmented
by POI information. This more spatial
approach has been used to give an extra
degree of certainty that automatically
blended NLPG/POI are located in the same
physical location,’ says Martina.
Other pieces of POI information, such
as postcode, street name and polygon,
are also considered. By applying strict
thresholds, only the most certain matches
are allowed, and these go through ranking
formulae to produce a confidence score.
In response to classification issues,
the WMFRS developed the Complete
Classification Scheme (CCS). This is
primarily based on the classification
scheme used within POI. However,
non-POI classifications, such as residential
properties, motorway features and water
hydrants, together with codes from NLPG
and other systems, are all intuitively
structured around the core POI design.

Benefits
The WMFRS now has the most
comprehensive gazetteer and accurate
emergency services gazetteer in
the country. This meets demanding
operational requirements whilst maintaining
compatibility with national project
standards.
After the ‘blending’ process, a much higher
than expected 89% of POI records were
either matched to existing NLPG records
or underpinned the creation of new
pseudo-NLPG records. This means that
42 396 NLPG properties have been
supplemented with an organisation
name. The positional quality of 47 239
property coordinates has been improved
and classification granularity has been
increased. ‘POI data has plugged a
massive omission, one that would have
made it very difficult to link existing
operational risks to the correct premises,’
says Martina. ‘It is no use mobilising to
retail and industrial locations without
organisation details.’
The gazetteer will assist emergency call
handlers to identify the actual location of
incidents more quickly and accurately.
They will be able to visualise the
surrounding area of an incident, work with
geographic features and landmarks and
mobilise to locations excluded from the
gazetteer for having too vague a position.
They will be able to predefine responses
to certain combinations of incident
type and location type by using a much
more granular and populated property
classification scheme.

‘Before, we had lots of disparate
data; now we have one consistent
source of information. Complex,
safety-critical data is now
managed, disseminated and
maintained efficiently and
cost-effectively.’ Martina Doolan,
Data Management Officer

‘It is now possible to use the NLPG
gazetteer yet benefit from the
higher-quality POI scheme and data, where
available,’ says Martina. ‘The friendliness
and familiarity of the POI classification
have been retained and by having a single
POI-inspired classification scheme in use
throughout the Service, we will be able to
position points of ignition on a map with
unrivalled accuracy and conduct much
better pre- and post-event analysis.
This will result in more sophisticated
targeting of resources.’
The use of Standard Industrial
Classification (SIC) codes means that it is
easier to identify trends in the category of
incident, and this enables more effective
preventative measures. Blending at
address level means that the Service will
be able to send fire prevention mailshots
to highly focused sets of businesses, such
as those in areas identified as higher risk.

The Service can now calculate optimal
placement of resources to reach a detailed
set of property locations, address bodies
of water by local names in pre-event
planning and better understand the
contents and structure of large sites, for
example, shopping centres. It can also use
public telephone locations provided in POI
for malicious call investigation.

Return on investment
The single corporate gazetteer will operate
in both mission-critical mobilising and
back-office environments. ‘Before, we
had lots of disparate data; now we have
one consistent source of information,’
says Martina. ‘Complex, safety-critical
data is now managed, disseminated and
maintained efficiently and cost-effectively.’

Product portfolio
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Network Layer
OS MasterMap Topography Layer
Points of Interest
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